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Abstract
Several different quantum gravity research programmes suggest, for various reasons, that
spacetime is not part of the fundamental ontology of physics. This gives rise to the problem of
empirical coherence: if fundamental physical entities do not occupy spacetime or instantiate
spatiotemporal properties, how can fundamental theories concerning those entities be justified
by observation of spatiotemporally located things like meters, pointers and dials? I frame the
problem of empirical coherence in terms of entailment: how could a non-spatiotemporal
fundamental theory entail spatiotemporal evidence propositions? Solutions to this puzzle can
be classified as realist or antirealist, depending on whether or not they posit a non-fundamental
spacetime structure grounded in or caused by the fundamental structure. These approaches
place different constraints on our everyday concepts of space and time. Applying lessons from
the philosophy of mind, I argue that only realism is both conceptually plausible and suitable
for addressing the problem at hand. I suggest a role functionalist version of realism, which is
consistent with both grounding and causation, and according to which our everyday concepts
reveal something of the true nature of emergent spacetime.

1. Introduction
Several different quantum gravity research programmes suggest that spacetime is not part of
the fundamental ontology of physics. The reasons vary from case to case, as does the extent to
which they suggest a non-spatiotemporal fundamental ontology.1 But the central idea, and all
I need to set up the arguments of this paper, is that the fundamental entities posited by the
theories in question seem to inhabit spaces whose structures are radically different from the
familiar spacetime of general relativity (GTR). In loop quantum gravity (LQG), for instance,
which is obtained by applying canonical quantization procedures to the Hamiltonian
formulation of GTR, it’s very hard to identify spatiotemporal properties like locality. In LQG,
the fundamental structures are spin networks, which are represented as graph structures in
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which the nodes and edges are associated with quantum spin states. These spin states are
eigenstates of operators that can be interpreted as area and volume operators, and which have
discrete spectra, so the fundamental LQG space is not the smooth differentiable manifold of
GTR. Localization in LQG spacetime must be understood in terms of interaction between other
quantum fields and the gravitational field as described by LQG, rather than in terms of position
in a background spacetime, as in standard quantum field theory.2 These properties of LQG—
the discrete nature of LQG spacetime and the interactive theory of localization it requires—are
certainly radical departures from a continuous background spacetime, but they don’t suggest
the disappearance of spacetime in LQG. They suggest that spacetime is fundamentally discrete
and dynamic.3 However, other aspects of LQG are more problematic.

The nodes of spin networks can be interpreted as quanta of volume and the edges as quanta of
area, with adjacency relations definable within a given spin network. However, adjacent nodes
in a spin network map onto areas that can be arbitrarily far apart in general relativistic
spacetime. Hence, there is no relation corresponding to the classical locality relation in the
fundamental LQG structure, and no clear way of identifying the properties and relations of
LQG with ordinary spatiotemporal properties and relations. Furthermore, when we factor in
that the fundamental space ought to be in a superposition of spin network states, rather than an
eigenstate thereof, the problem becomes more pressing still, as the terms of the superpositions
have different structures, so what is local in one need not be local in another. These problems
are jointly known as the problem of disordered locality.4 As has been noted, disordered locality
in LQG seems to preclude straightforward spatiotemporal interpretations of LQG operators,
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according to which the nodes and edges in spin networks are quanta of spatial volume and area
respectively, and adjacency in a spin network is spatial contiguity.5

Similar issues arise in string theory, in virtue of T-duality. T-dual theories are defined on
compactified spaces, in which at least one dimension has the topology of a circle, but where
the radius assigned by one of the pair of theories is the reciprocal of that assigned by the other.6
T-duality is a mapping that preserves all observables, but such that each of the pair of theories
attributes a different radius to a compactified dimension of the space—‘target space’—in which
the string theoretic dynamics play out. Philosophers of physics typically embrace the common
core approach, according to which the physical content of T-duals should be seen as that which
is common to both theories.7 The physical geometry of target space should thus be regarded as
indeterminate. Nick Huggett argues on this basis that target space can’t be identified with
phenomenal space, the space we take ourselves to occupy and about which GTR is our best
theory.8 GTR spacetime has a determinate geometry, and so can’t be identified with target
space, because nothing can have both a determinate and an indeterminate geometry. As with
LQG, there’s good reason to think that the fundamental ontology of string theory is nonspatiotemporal, in the sense that its dynamics play out in a structure that can’t be identified
with GTR spacetime.

1.1. The Problem of Empirical Coherence
The apparent disappearance of spacetime in quantum theories of gravity gives rise to a problem
of empirical coherence. To a first approximation, the problem can be stated as a question: if
the elements of the fundamental ontology don’t occupy spacetime, then how can fundamental
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theories be justified by observation of things that do, such as meters, pointers and dials—the
so-called “local beables” of the ontology? 9 This problem has already been much discussed in
the context of wavefunction realism, and it will be useful to frame the present debate in the
terms already established there. Briefly, there are good grounds for treating the wavefunction
as a physical field, but it can’t be a field on 3D space, because there aren’t enough degrees of
freedom there to distinguish between distinct quantum states.10 Rather, the wavefunction must
inhabit configuration space, which has at least 3N dimensions, where N is the number of
particles in the universe. None of these 3N dimensions corresponds to any of the 3 dimensions
of space we intuitively take our world to have, so if configuration space is fundamental, how
can there be local beables? I shall frame the problem of empirical coherence as follows:11

1. A fundamental theory is empirically coherent only if it entails evidence propositions.
2. Evidence propositions attribute spatiotemporal properties to local beables.
3. The fundamental ontology of physics is non-spatiotemporal.
I assume for the purposes of this paper that (3) is true.12 Premise (1) is uncontroversial. An
evidence proposition as understood here is just a proposition describing a potentially
observable state of a physical system, such as ‘the pointer moved to position 5 on the dial’. A
theory that failed to entail evidence propositions could not be confirmed by observation.
Premise (2) is intuitively plausible: evidence propositions seem to be claims involving
spatiotemporal configurations of observables. But by (3), physics doesn’t have local beables in
its fundamental ontology, so how could it entail evidence propositions? There’s no problem if
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the fundamental ontology is spatiotemporal, for in that case it contains fundamental local
beables, whose dynamics determine the behaviour of the non-fundamental things they
compose. By contrast, non-spatiotemporal fundamental theories seem to preclude their own
confirmation, and this is the sense in which they are threated by empirical incoherence.

1.2. Realist and Antirealist Solutions
As I have set things up, the problem of empirical coherence is one of entailment: how could a
non-spatiotemporal fundamental theory entail evidence propositions attributing spatiotemporal
properties to local beables? In what follows, I will classify responses to this problem as realist
or antirealist, depending on whether or not they are committed to a non-fundamental spacetime
in addition to the ontology of fundamental physics. My usage of ‘realism’ and ‘antirealism’
here departs from traditional usage in the philosophy of science. Some positions classified as
antirealist in my usage would be classified as realist according to certain traditional measures,
for instance whether or not there are mind independent spatiotemporal truths. My distinction
concerns only the existence or otherwise of a non-fundamental spacetime as truthmaker for
such propositions, and should be taken to have no further ontological implications. For brevity,
I will henceforth use ‘S-concepts’ to refer to spatiotemporal concepts, and ‘S-propositions’ for
propositions featuring such concepts.13

In order for a non-spatiotemporal fundamental theory to have observational consequences, we
will need some way of connecting the language of that theory with the S-concepts that we use
to describe possible observations. Clearly, it’s impossible to know what form this connection
will take without a final theory. My aim in this paper is to explore the space of possibilities by
focusing on the spatiotemporal side of the relation. According to realism, S-propositions
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describe non-fundamental states in the derivative ontology of the fundamental theory, with
ordinary objects and their spatiotemporal properties emergent in relation to the fundamental.14
Perhaps the fundamental structure causes a non-fundamental spacetime structure to emerge in
the appropriate classical limit, or perhaps it synchronically grounds that structure. For realists,
the challenge is to give an account of the emergence relation itself, which will then bridge the
fundamental and the spatiotemporal, and render (1)-(3) consistent. Antirealism eschews robust
emergence in favour of a deflationary approach, according to which S-concepts don’t attribute
the kind of properties we ordinarily take them to. As we shall see, there are several distinct
forms of antirealism, but they all have it in common that they deny premise (2). The challenge
for antirealists is to give an account of S-concepts that is both conceptually plausible and which
offers the promise of a solution to the problem of empirical coherence. My primary aim in this
paper is to argue that these aims cannot jointly be met, thereby motivating realism.

2. Spacetime Antirealism
A preliminary defence of spacetime antirealism is to be found in Ney’s work on wavefunction
realism. Given wavefunction realism, if 3D space is real, then it must somehow be derived
from 3N-dimensional configuration space. Ney suggests that we can do without derived space:
I am not arguing that on a straightforward, ontological reading of realist versions of
quantum mechanics that there are not rocks….However, I claim that this does not imply
that there is anything that is genuinely rock-shaped (if this implies occupying locations
in a physical, three-dimensional space) or that moves in precise trajectories through
such a space. Since we can allow that the wavefunction simulates the behaviour of
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See Ney (2012) for full discussion of this position in the context of the wavefunction realism debate. In my
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something in a three-dimensional space, we have a way of making sense of our
observations in terms of the language of the theory.15
Ney’s suggestion is that we can identify physical objects with states of the wavefunction on
configuration space, provided we give up on the idea that they literally have spatiotemporal
properties like location, shape and so forth. Thus, Ney is an antirealist in the current sense,
seeking to explain empirical confirmation without having to derive a non-fundamental
spacetime from fundamental physics. According to Ney, confirmation requires only:
[A] difference that can be grounded in the ontology of the quantum theory between
what we refer to as ‘the pointer pointing to up’ and ‘the pointer pointing to down.’ But
the wave function realist is free to trace the difference in what we refer to as ‘the pointer
pointing to up’ and ‘the pointer pointing to down’ to differences in the state of the wave
function in the two scenarios.16
On this view, confirmation doesn’t require observation of distinct states of local beables, but
simply observation of distinct states, which may then be understood as being states of the
wavefunction on configuration space. What we ordinarily describe as someone perceiving
successive states of a measuring instrument in 3D space is really the wavefunction as a whole
evolving from one state to another. Both perceiver and instrument are identified with patterns
in the wavefunction, and despite appearances to the contrary, neither is located in 3D space. In
order for this kind of confirmation theory to work, we need a theory of S-concepts according
to which S-propositions are in principle deducible from the fundamental theory, but are not
attributions of spatiotemporal properties to local beables. There are several options available,
all of which involve treating S-concepts as non-transparent.
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2.1. Transparent vs. Non-transparent Concepts
I will say that a concept is transparent if deploying that concept involves thinking about its
referent as the bearer of (at least some of) its essential properties. Transparent concepts, if any
such there be, give us a kind of a priori access to the natures of their referents, in the sense that
thinking about an entity under a transparent concept is thinking about it as it is essentially. Nontransparent concepts pick out their referents in terms of inessential properties.17 Our everyday
concept water is non-transparent: to think ordinary water-thoughts is to think about a natural
kind in terms of its surface features, such as being colourless, odourless and tasteless. The
chemical essence of water is only revealed by scientific investigation, and is not accessible to
us a priori. Many suppose that in contrast to natural kind concepts, phenomenal concepts are
transparent. If so, then to think about pain (say) in terms of the way it feels is to represent a
specific mental state as it is essentially. The essence of pain is revealed by experiencing what
it’s like, and this experience enables us to form a phenomenal concept pain, which then refers
to the property of being in pain by means of its essential phenomenology.18

Now S-concepts are intuitively transparent: something of the nature of sphericality is revealed
to us, we might suppose, in deploying the concept spherical. Chalmers offers several
independent twin-Earth style arguments against the transparency of S-concepts.19 Chalmers
suggests20 that S-concepts might pick out “classical properties in a Newtonian world,
relativistic properties in a relativistic world, and string-theoretic properties in a string-theory
world.” For Chalmers, S-concepts are functional, and pick out elements of the fundamental

Obviously, on such an account, there can be no transparent concepts of things that don’t have essential natures.
Goff (2017, pp. 97-100) is particularly clear on transparent concepts.
18
I need not commit to the transparency of phenomenal concepts for present purposes, as my aim is merely to
give the reader a sense of what’s involved in affirming or denying conceptual transparency in general. See Lewis
(1995) for compelling arguments that materialists ought to reject the transparency of phenomenal concepts.
19
Chalmers (2019); (2012), pp. 325-36. I lack the space to engage with Chalmers’ twin-Earth arguments here, but
the position suggested in §3.1 predicts twin-Earth cases for partially transparent S-concepts.
20
Chalmers (2012), pp. 325-6.
17
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ontology as the occupants of contingent roles, and not as the properties they are in themselves.
This sort of position is known, variously, as realizer, conceptual, or filler functionalism; I will
use the term ‘realizer functionalism’. In the remainder of this section I will consider two
versions of realizer functionalism about S-concepts, both of which are attributable to Chalmers:
phenomenal and theoretical, depending on the kind of role specification involved.

2.2. Phenomenal Realizer Functionalism
Most would accept that if we are in the Matrix, then almost all of our beliefs are false—it’s not
true that I’m sitting here typing this sentence if I’m attached to a computer that’s feeding me
all the sensory inputs that cause me to have experiences as of sitting here typing it. Spacetime
realizer functionalism, for Chalmers, forms part of a challenge to this orthodoxy. In
phenomenal spacetime realizer functionalism, sphericality is the concept of whatever normally
causes sphere-ish experiences. If phenomenal realizer functionalism is true, then if I am in the
Matrix and have an experience as of a spherical ball, I can truly say that I see something
spherical, provided whatever part of the Matrix program it is that normally causes that kind of
phenomenology is the cause of my experience. The bearers of spatial properties are genuine
physical objects, albeit objects whose fundamental proper parts are bits of code in the Matrix
mainframe. The things we think of as fundamental—electrons, photons, and quarks, for
instance—are themselves composed of bits, and compose into further digital objects. Some of
these latter have the complex property that normally causes sphere-ish experiences in Matrix
dwellers, and are therefore spherical objects.

An immediate worry is that things that aren’t spatiotemporally located can’t cause our
experiences, rendering phenomenal realizer functionalism of no use in addressing the problem
of empirical coherence. I won’t address this issue here, and assume that on a broad enough
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notion of causality, it makes sense to suppose that our experiences as of things located in
spacetime can be caused by things that are not themselves spatiotemporally located. Can Sconcepts be functionalized in the way this version of phenomenal realizer functionalism
requires? For my part, I don’t think they can. Readers familiar with the history of the
philosophy of mind will be aware of the reasons for the decline of logical behaviourism.
According to that theory, mental states have a priori dispositional analyses—the belief that it’s
raining is the disposition to take your umbrella if you go outside, to say “yes” when asked if
it’s raining, and so on. The problem with such analyses stems from the holism of the mental:
even if you believe it’s raining, you’re only disposed to take your umbrella with you if you go
outside if you also want to stay dry. But wanting to stay dry, qua mental state, will then be
analysed in terms of the disposition to take your umbrella…if you also think it’s raining. Which
dispositions you have depends on the totality of your mental states, so no individual mental
state suffices a priori for any specific behavioural disposition. A similar problem arises on the
simple version of phenomenal realizer functionalism sketched above.

What phenomenology is associated with a given S-concept? What does being in contact look
like, or in relative motion? Focus on the latter. The phenomenology associated with being in
motion relative to a perceiver depends on many things, including: (i) what shape the object is,
(ii) where the light sources are located in relation to object and perceiver, (iii) the direction of
motion relative to the perceiver, (iv) the current distance between perceiver and object, and (v)
the spatial relations between the object and other things in the perceiver’s environment. But
(i)-(v) all involve further S-concepts. Another example: what do two cylindrical rods look like,
placed a metre apart endwise? It depends where the perceiver is located in relation to the rods,
the relative size and motion of the rods and perceiver, and so forth. In short, the way things that
fall under a given S-concept appear to a given perceiver depends on the other S-concepts that
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object and perceiver fall under. A given S-concept C can’t refer to whatever normally causes
C-ish phenomenology, because there’s no way to specify C-ish phenomenology independently
of the other S-concepts that the perceiver and the object perceived fall under. Just as
behavioural dispositions can’t be paired up 1-1 with mental concepts, so the phenomenology
associated with falling under S-concepts is associated not with individual concepts, but with
complex conjunctions thereof.

This leaves room for an holistic version of phenomenal realizer functionalism, according to
which S-concepts are jointly defined in terms of the phenomenology associated with falling
under many S-concepts at once. On this theory, we refer to complex fundamental states by
means of complex S-propositions, with the level of complexity dependent on how much we
have to build into the proposition to describe a situation with a unique spacetime
phenomenology for a perceiver embedded within it in a particular way. Chalmers offers
remarks that are consistent with holistic phenomenal realizer functionalism:
[S]patial concepts pick out that manifold of properties that serves as the normal causal
basis of a corresponding manifold of properties in our spatial experience. Temporal
concepts pick out that manifold of properties that serves as the normal causal basis of a
corresponding manifold of properties in our temporal experience.21
Gather the manifold of properties (intrinsic and relational) that jointly cause complex spacetime
phenomenology together into a set M. Schematically, to think of something as spherical is then
to think of it as having a certain property PM such that P coinstantiated with the properties in
XM normally cause sphereX-ish phenomenology; and so on for the other subsets of M. This
is quite some level of conceptual sophistication to attribute to the folk. Deploying a concept
like sphericality involves thinking of an object in terms of how it would appear if it fell under
that concept together with certain other concepts of the same kind—enough to correspond to a
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Chalmers (2012), p. 335.
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determinate phenomenology and secure unique reference to the relevant cause property. This
isn’t a knock-down objection, but it does make holistic phenomenal functionalism look
somewhat implausible. These are our S-concepts, and while on realizer functionalism we don’t
have a priori access to the natures of their referents, we should surely have (at least some) a
priori access to the manner in which they refer. So, when you think of something as spherical,
are you thinking about it in terms of the various ways it would look if you and its bearer also
fell under various combinations of further S-concepts? That doesn’t seem to me to be what I
am doing. Phenomenal realizer functionalism in any form also ties cognitive contents to
specific sensory modalities, and so entails (for instance) that blind or partially sighted people
can’t think the same spatiotemporal thoughts as normally sighted people, because their
concepts involve different phenomenological reference-fixers.22 A more plausible theory, to
my mind, is that when we attribute sphericality to something, we are thinking about what the
results would be if we measured the distance from its outer boundary to its centre—but not, of
course, about the phenomenology associated with those measurement outcomes.

A further problem for phenomenal functionalism, considered as a solution to the problem of
empirical coherence, is that it requires bridge principles connecting the non-spatiotemporal
fundamental theory with the relevant phenomenology, but it’s very difficult to see how such
principles could be supplied without already having solved the problem at hand. In order to
avoid a possible misunderstanding, first consider a prima facie similar problem that arises in
spatiotemporal theories, which of course don’t suffer from the problem of empirical coherence.
In cases where we are able to deduce evidence propositions from a theory, we still need ways
of determining, on the basis of our conscious experiences, whether those propositions are true.

22

In terms of 2D semantics, the spatiotemporal thoughts of blind folk at our world will have the same secondary
intensions as, but different primary intensions from, the thoughts of sighted folk. I assume here that for cognitive
purposes, the primary intensions are what matter.
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This conceptual competence need not take the form of phenomenal analyses of the relevant
concepts, but grant for the sake of argument that it does. The connection between theory and
phenomenology can then be established in two steps: (i) deduction of evidence propositions
from the theory, and (ii) functional analysis of the concepts features in those propositions in
phenomenal terms. The problem for non-spatiotemporal theories, however, runs deeper.

If phenomenal analysis is to render S-propositions deducible from a non-spatiotemporal theory,
we need a way of correlating arbitrary states of that theory’s ontology with the phenomenology
that those states typically bring about. It’s no use analysing sphericality as the concept of
whatever normally causes sphere-ish experiences if we don’t know which state of the
fundamental ontology that is. The problem now is that this correlation must be established prior
to the derivation of any S-propositions from the theory: our apparent inability to deduce such
propositions in quantum theories of gravity is the problem that phenomenal functionalism is
supposed to solve. However, everything we think we know about perception relies on our being
agents with sensory receptors located in a spatiotemporal world. Our perceptual systems, we
think, work by means of sensory receptors that convert physical inputs—for instance photons
or air pressure waves—into electrical signals that our brains use to construct representations of
their causes. Following Chalmers,23 suppose that a neural correlate of consciousness is “[a] a
neural representational system N such that representation of a content in N directly correlates
with representation of that content in consciousness.” Suppose now that we have made
sufficient progress in neuroscience to identify the neural correlates of arbitrary phenomenal
states. To predict how a non-spatiotemporal fundamental state will appear to creatures like us,

23

Chalmers (2000), p. 20. Direct correlation is understood in terms of minimal sufficiency: representation of the
given content in N is sufficient for its representation in consciousness, and no proper part of N is sufficient. I lack
the space to go into detail, and appeal to this notion here only for illustrative purposes.
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we would already need a way of deducing S-propositions from the fundamental theory,
because the neural correlates of phenomenal states are spatiotemporal.

Phenomenal realizer functionalism does have the resources—setting aside the question of its
conceptual plausibility—to explain how S-concepts could refer to the elements of a nonspatiotemporal fundamental ontology. However, if we have no way of finding out which
fundamental properties they refer to, we are no closer to explaining how S-propositions could
be deducible from the fundamental theory. Phenomenal realizer functionalists need to explain
how, in principle, we could identify which fundamental properties bring about the various types
of spacetime phenomenology that define our S-concepts, but without relying on spatiotemporal
theories of perception. In response to this, it might be suggested that holistic phenomenal
realizer functionalism could achieve this correlation by mapping the structure of our spacetime
phenomenology directly onto the structure of the fundamental theory. In effect, this would treat
S-concepts as defined by means of a phenomenological theory, and explain the deducibility of
S-propositions from the fundamental theory in terms of inter-theoretic reduction. I shall now
discuss what I take to be a far stronger version of theoretical realizer functionalism, based not
on phenomenology but on GTR, and argue that it fails as a solution to the problem of empirical
coherence for reasons that would also apply to the phenomenal theory just sketched.

2.3. Theoretical Realizer Functionalism
Chalmers hints at a theoretical version of realizer functionalism about S-concepts, but doesn’t
really flesh it out.24 In this section I suggest a way to do so. Einstein’s field equation, in its
standard formulation, is a set of tensor equations that relate the matter distribution to the local

24

See for instance Chalmers (2012), pp. 332-4, pp. 418-9. A version of theoretical spacetime functionalism is also
developed in Lam and Wüthrich (2018); I return to their views presently.
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spacetime curvature. The metric tensor describes all the geometric properties of spacetime, and
can be used to define properties such as volume, distance and intrinsic curvature. The field
equation of GTR relates the metric to the distribution of mass-energy by means of the stressenergy tensor, and expresses a mutual lawlike dependence between the matter distribution
throughout spacetime and the metric structure of spacetime itself. Whether there is a causal
relationship between the matter distribution and the metric is controversial, but if there is, it’s
not that the matter distribution brings it about that spacetime has a certain metric structure,
because the specification of the matter distribution in the stress-energy tensor presupposes a
metric. A more natural interpretation is that the field equation tells us that:
[G]iven both a certain intrinsic geometry for spacetime and a specification of the
distribution of mass-energy throughout this spacetime, the joint description is the
description of a general-relativistically possible world only if the two descriptions
jointly obey the field equation”.25
Eleanor Knox appeals to GTR to defend functionalism about the concept spacetime.26 On her
view, spacetime is the concept of “whatever occupies the role of defining a structure of inertial
frames”. Inertial frames are those with respect to which bodies not acted on by a force travel at
uniform velocity, and within which the laws of physics take a uniquely simple form. Knox
argues that the way the metric field couples to matter fields guarantees that the local symmetries
of the metric are the same as the local symmetries of the dynamical laws. This in turn explains
why the metric governs the behaviour of bodies that obey those laws. Given that the metric
field occupies the spacetime role, Knox’s functionalism entails that it should be identified with
spacetime. Now if the fundamental ontology is non-spatiotemporal, then the metric field isn’t
fundamental. Knox’s brand of realizer functionalism therefore identifies spacetime with a nonfundamental, derived structure, and so doesn’t provide an antirealist solution to the problem of

25
26

Sklar (1976), p. 75
Knox (2017).
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empirical coherence. To do that, we need to embrace theoretical realizer functionalism about
the S-concepts that appear in our evidence propositions, and not just the concept spacetime.

According to the Ramsey-Lewis semantics, theoretical terms are defined by their places in a
theoretical structure.27 We can write a theory T schematically as follows: T[<t1,…,tn>], where
the ordered n-tuple <t1,…,tn> denotes the theoretical (or t-) terms to be defined by means of T.
The remainder of T’s vocabulary (the o-language) consists of terms whose meanings are given
independently of T. We get the Ramsey-sentence of T by replacing <t1,…,tn> with bound
variables: !<x1,…,xn> T[<x1,…,xn>]. The meaning postulates of T are the Carnap-sentence:
!<x1,…,xn> T[<x1,…,xn>] → T[<t1,…,tn>], and a sentence saying that <t1,…,tn> are empty if
T is not uniquely realized. Lewis appeals to these sentences to offer an explicit definition of
the t-terms: <t1,…,tn> =df ɩ<x1,…,xn>T[<x1,…,xn>]. Less formally, <t1,…,tn> refer to the unique
n-tuple satisfying T, or (less formally still) to the n-tuple that occupies the T-roles. S-concepts
appear as theoretical terms in GTR, so why not Ramsify them relative to that theory and say
that they refer to the fundamental occupants of the GTR roles?

This proposal doesn’t entail that S-concepts are entirely theoretical, defined in ways that are
beyond the ken of anyone who doesn’t know GTR. S-concepts already appear in our folk
conception of the world, and in some respects at least, GTR can be seen as an extension of that
conception. Concepts like duration, distance, contiguity, shape, area, and volume all figure in
our everyday conception of space and time, by way of the range of folk physical platitudes we
are inclined to accept—for instance, the transitivity of ‘later than’, or the idea that only
contiguous objects can interact. If there’s enough in common between our folk spacetime
theory and GTR, then the S-concepts in question can plausibly be seen as extended by GTR,

27

See Lewis (1972) for details.
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not re-defined wholesale. The issue of how wrong a theory can be before reference failure
occurs is of course controversial, but it’s at least plausible that our folk conception of spacetime
gets enough right for GTR to count as a conservative extension thereof.28 On the present
account, then, when we deploy ordinary S-concepts to note the position of the meter on the
dial, we refer to fundamental non-spatiotemporal properties, by means of the theoretical roles
the corresponding scientific concepts assign to something via GTR.

Theoretical realizer functionalism explains the in principle deducibility of S-propositions from
a non-spatiotemporal fundamental theory, on the assumption that states expressible in the
language of that theory occupy GTR roles. We don’t need psychophysical bridge principles in
this case—an S-concept such as locality refers to the fundamental occupant of the locality role
as defined in GTR, so deducibility is a matter of mapping the fundamental role occupants onto
the GTR roles.29 The problem for theoretical realizer functionalism, as a solution to the problem
of empirical coherence, is that it ceases to work just when (and if so because) we have good
reason to regard the fundamental ontology as non-spatiotemporal in the first place. If the tterms of GTR are to refer to non-spatiotemporal properties in a quantum gravity ontology, then
we will need to recover enough of the nomic structure of GTR from the fundamental theory
that GTR role specifications pick out fundamental role occupants. But the more closely the
structure of GTR can be recovered from a quantum theory of gravity, the less reason we will
have for regarding that theory as non-spatiotemporal. The same issues arises, mutatis mutandis,
for the phenomenal version of theoretical realizer functionalism mooted at the end of §2.2. An
example from the philosophy of mind will clarify this problem.

28

I return to this point in §3.1.
Note that this will require inter-theoretic bridge principles in order to connect GTR roles with the nomic roles
available in the fundamental theory. My point is that no problematic psychophysical bridge principles are needed
in order to explain how S-propositions are deducible from the fundamental theory.
29
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Suppose we Ramsify folk psychology, so that (for instance) pain refers to the brain state that’s
caused by tissue damage, and causes both the various forms of physical and verbal pain
behaviour, and other psychological states such as anxiety. Similarly, anxiety will refer to the
brain state that occupies the anxiety role, part of which involves being caused by the brain state
that occupies the pain role. In short, the entire nexus of folk psychological state terms refers
holistically to a network of brain states that stand in the causal relations specified by the theory,
both in relation to each other and to physical and verbal behaviour. In Lewisian philosophy of
mind, given that pain = the occupant of causal role R, if the occupant of the pain role is brain
state B, then pain is contingently identical to brain state B, because B contingently occupies
pain’s defining role.30 That is to reduce pain to a state that is contingently mental, not to show
how pain could refer to a non-mental state. Now suppose that no brain state comes close to
occupying the folk psychological pain role, or the roles of beliefs and desires. It follows that
folk psychological terms won’t pick out brain states as the occupants of folk psychological
roles, because those roles aren’t occupied at all, and Ramsified folk psychology is a set of false
existential claims.31 In that case, the brain may well be fundamentally non-mental, but for that
reason, we won’t be able to refer to brain states using Ramsified folk psychological terms.

Theoretical realizer functionalism faces a dilemma. If Ramsified GTR terms succeed in
referring to the fundamental properties of a theory like LQG or string theory, then each GTR
role is (approximately) occupied by such a property. But in that case, the fundamental
properties in question can be identified with GTR spatiotemporal properties, in which case the
relevant fundamental ontology can’t be non-spatiotemporal. Conversely, if the ontology is nonspatiotemporal, then Ramsified GTR terms won’t pick out its elements. It’s instructive to

30

Lewis (1994).
Those familiar with the literature on eliminative materialism will recognise the inference from the falsity of folk
psychology to reference-failure via the Ramsey-Lewis semantics; see for instance Churchland (1981).
31
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consider at this point a proposal due to Lam and Wüthrich on how a version of theoretical
realizer functionalism helps us to recover spacetime in LQG.32 They suggest that weave states
of LQG spin networks do have properties that approximately occupy the roles of locality, area
and volume in GTR. Ramsified GTR terms can thus pick out the properties of such states as
the (approximate) occupants of GTR roles, with many different weave states capable of
occupying the same roles. However, Lam and Wüthrich are clear that this class of models is
unified in having at most only slightly disordered locality. In effect, the disordered locality
problem that motivates the claim that LQG is non-spatiotemporal must already be solved in
order for Ramsified GTR terms to pick out fundamental LQG properties. What Lam and
Wüthrich have shown, then, is that there is a class of models of LQG in which a theoretical
realizer functionalist strategy could be made to work. But for precisely that reason, I submit,
there’s no obvious reason to regard the models in question as non-spatiotemporal.33

What if we abandon the idea that S-concepts are semantically functional and try to treat them
as directly referring natural kind terms? Suppose for illustration that some version of the causalhistorical theory of reference is true.34 On that theory, we first baptise a natural kind such as
water by ostension, and thereby fix the reference of water for all subsequent users of the
concept, by means of causal relations to the initial baptism. If S-concepts refer directly, then
we no longer need to recover the nomic structure of GTR from the fundamental theory;
deducibility of S-propositions will be secured when we can identify the fundamental kinds to
which S-concepts directly refer. But how are we supposed to do that, if the fundamental
ontology is non-spatiotemporal? Conversely, if concepts like contiguity, being 1m apart,
sphericality, and so forth, refer to kinds expressible in the language of a fundamental theory of

32

Lam & Wüthrich (2018).
I suspect that a similar dilemma arises for the claim that Ramsified GTR terms could refer to string theoretic
properties in a space of indeterminate geometry, but I omit discussion for brevity.
34
Kripke (1972).
33
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quantum gravity, then why should we regard that theory as non-spatiotemporal? The disordered
locality problem in LQG, for instance, seems to preclude identifying locality properties of spin
networks with spatiotemporal locality, so if that problem is serious, we should expect there not
to be fundamental LQG kinds corresponding to GTR spatiotemporal concepts. As before, it
may be plausible that there are models of the relevant theories in which we can pick out
fundamental kinds by means of ostension to spatiotemporal states of affairs, but again, it won’t
be clear why we should think of those models as non-spatiotemporal.

I conclude that antirealist approaches to the problem of empirical coherence are untenable.
Phenomenal realizer functionalism is conceptually implausible, and whereas theoretical
realizer functionalism has greater plausibility, as a solution to the problem at hand it depends
on a tacit rejection of the claim that the fundamental ontology is non-spatiotemporal.35

3. Spacetime Realism
Despite my misgivings about antirealism as a solution to the problem of empirical coherence,
I think it’s plausible that S-concepts are semantically functional and defined in terms of GTR.
This idea is consistent with realism, because Ramsifying a theory T doesn’t settle the issue of
what kind of properties its t-terms refer to.36 In particular, Ramsifying T doesn’t commit us to
treating its t-terms as referring to the fundamental occupants of roles specified by T. As Lewis
himself notes,37 we can also treat them as referring to a domain of second-order functionally
individuated properties that are realized by the fundamental role occupants. On this theory, t-

35

This tacit move could be made explicit, and theoretical realizer functionalism recast as a position according to
which, despite appearances to the contrary, the fundamental ontology is spatiotemporal after all. The resulting
position—suitably renamed—would then dissolve the problem of empirical coherence by rejecting (3) of §1.1.
36
Whittle (2008) argues at length that the Ramsey-Lewis method, while useful for giving functional analyses of
concepts as part of a broader functionalist theory of properties, does not in itself constitute such a theory.
37
Lewis (1994), pp. 307-8. Realizer functionalism is a matter of theory choice, for Lewis, based on the not
uncommon assumption that second-order functional properties are causally excluded by their realizers. That
assumption, however, can be challenged in various ways; see Yates (2012) for full discussion.
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terms are still semantically functional, because they pick out their referents by means of their
places in a structure, but they will also now be transparent, at least to the extent that they get
the structure right. In short, the claim that the t-terms of a theory T are semantically functional
leaves open whether their referents are role-occupants or role-properties,38 and in the latter
case, on the assumption that T is true, those concepts will be transparent, since they will pick
out their referents by means of their defining roles. In the remainder of this section, I will first
outline a version of role spacetime functionalism that’s consistent with the partial transparency
of S-concepts, and then consider whether a role functional spacetime is the sort of structure
that could be synchronically grounded in the non-spatiotemporal.

3.1. Role Spacetime Functionalism
There are many different versions of role spacetime functionalism, depending on which theory
supplies the role specifications. For instance, we might say that spherical refers not to the
unique property that gives rise to sphere-ish phenomenology, but to the second-order property
of having some property that occupies that role. On this view, which we might call simple
phenomenal role spacetime functionalism, spatiotemporal properties themselves are defined in
terms of giving rise to spacetime phenomenology, in contrast to the corresponding realizer
functionalist theory, in which the phenomenology acts merely as a reference fixer to an
underlying mind-independent reality.39 An holistic version of phenomenal role functionalism
about spacetime could also be given, in which spatiotemporal properties are defined in terms
of the phenomenology they give rise to in various combinations with each other.

38

It should be noted that these options are not mutually exclusive: on a powers theory, for instance, semantically
functional concepts such as charge pick out fundamental properties as the occupants of the causal roles that
individuate them. For more on the relational individuation of fundamental properties, see Yates (2018).
39
Schwitzgebel (2019) argues for a Kantian phenomenological conception of Matrix spacetime based on simple
phenomenal role functionalism about spacetime.
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Functionalist theories are often divided into analytical (or common-sense) and scientific,
depending on whether or not the theory that supplies the role specifications is a priori. This
distinction is orthogonal to that between realizer and role functionalism. In Lewis’ realizer
functionalism, it’s supposed to be a priori that pain refers to the unique occupant of a certain
causal role because folk psychology is a common-sense theory of mind.40 The theory in
question, for Lewis, supplies reference-fixing descriptions that pick out brain states, but we can
easily define a second-order version of Lewisian functionalism. According to this theory, the
mental concept pain refers a priori to the property of being in some state that occupies the folk
pain role. It follows that our ordinary mental concepts are fully transparent to their referents,
because when we deploy those concepts, we thereby think of mental properties in terms of their
essential natures, without remainder. Now consider psychofunctionalism,41 according to which
mental properties are defined by their places in an a posteriori scientific psychological
structure. In psychofunctionalism, it is often said that the role of folk concepts is not to capture
the true natures of mental properties, but to fix the reference of mental concepts, which refer
to properties whose true natures are given by deep scientific psychology. But now suppose that
scientific psychology is a (relatively) conservative extension of folk psychology—suppose, that
is, that the folk know something about the essential natures of the mental properties we
attribute. On this view, not all of folk psychology will be abandoned as cognitive science
progresses; some folk claims will be preserved (in some form) as components of mature
scientific psychology. It follows that folk psychological concepts are partially transparent: they
pick out mental states by specifying parts of their individuative roles. I shall now suggest that
the same could be true of S-concepts.

40

The role specifications are a priori in the limited sense that no scientific investigation is required in order to
know them; possession of folk concepts is sufficient. Nothing turns on epistemic priority for my purposes.
41
See Block (1978).
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In the Minkowski spacetime of STR, properties like shape, size and duration vary depending
on the relative motion of the observer and the objects or events in question; and in the pseudoRiemannian spacetime of GTR, the intrinsic curvature of spacetime depends on the matter
distribution. However, such radical departures from common-sense don’t rule out that a theory
is conservative, in the sense outlined above. As is familiar, special relativistic effects such as
Lorentz contraction and time dilation are only significant between inertial frames at very high
relative velocities. For observers that are not too far from being in the same inertial frame,
shapes, sizes, and durations are (approximately) the same, and the same events are
(approximately) simultaneous. For observers at relative velocities far from the speed of light,
our common-sense conception of space and time, as reflected in our pre-theoretic S-conceptual
structure, is approximately true. GTR is more revolutionary than STR, as it treats spacetime as
a dynamic structure rather than a background container for the dynamics. However, the point
still stands: locally and for weak gravitational fields, GTR spacetime approximates Minkowski
spacetime, which in turn departs from common-sense only at high relative velocities.

Relativity doesn’t so much refute common-sense as reveal its limits. Because common-sense
posits like absolute spatial and temporal intervals, and flat Euclidean geometry, are recoverable
in the appropriate limits of STR and GTR, it’s plausible that at least some of our commonsense theory of space and time is preserved therein. Now suppose that ordinary S-concepts
refer to role functional properties, individuated by their places in a structure described by
GTR.42 Partial transparency follows. Our ordinary ways of thinking about space and time are
a mixture of semi-formal and causal principles, for instance: the transitivity of ‘longer than’
and ‘later than’; the idea of an absolute present moment; the claim that A and B are equidistant

42

The Minkowski metric is an approximate solution to the field equations of GTR in the limit of zero gravitational
field, i.e. empty space, so STR is typically seen as reducible to GTR. For that reason I refer only to GTR as the
theory that specifies the defining roles for a role-functionalist conception of spacetime. See Lam & Wüthrich
(2018) for a functionalist analysis of (inter alia) spatiotemporal locality based on its role in GTR.
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from C iff it takes the same time to travel between A and C as between B and C at constant
velocity; spatiotemporal contiguity as a necessary condition on interaction; the principle that
causes must precede their effects; and so on. If some of this structure is preserved in GTR, then
our ordinary ways of thinking about spacetime represent their referents as relata in (a proper
substructure of) the general relativistic structure that individuates them.43

As long as the folk aren’t completely wrong about spacetime, there’s room for a functionalist
theory that combines the partial transparency of S-concepts with the idea that spatiotemporal
properties are scientific kinds. This entails the possibility of twin-Earth cases involving Sconcepts, for we can always imagine worlds with properties that instantiate the folk structure,
but at which the scientific extension is different, or even absent. Imagine a twin-Earth, for
instance, at which spacetime is a classical background container for the dynamics with zero
curvature everywhere. It’s intuitively plausible that twin-Earthlings would have the same
everyday S-conceptual framework as Earthlings, and also that the twin-Earth concept Tseparation, for instance, refers to a different property than our separation. Our concept picks
out a property of a dynamic structure whose geometry depends on the matter distribution,
whereas theirs does not. However, given the possibility of a version of role functionalism in
which at least some of the folk roles are incorporated into scientific theory, this doesn’t suffice
to show that our S-concepts are fully non-transparent. The fact that we can construct twin cases
for a family of concepts suggests that there’s more to their referents than meets the eye, but it
doesn’t follow that what meets the eye is merely superficial.44

43

Note that this does not amount to what Chalmers (2012, p. 325) calls spatiotemporal primitivism, the claim that
we have direct unmediated grasp of spatiotemporal properties. Our grasp of such properties, on the position
outlined here, is mediated by our grasp of the structure that individuates them.
44
I don’t claim here that role functionalism can handle the twin-cases offered in Chalmers (2019). As a matter of
fact I think it can, but I will defend that claim in future work.
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3.2. Grounded or Caused?
In this section I will first consider the conditions under which it is possible for spacetime to be
grounded in a non-spatiotemporal physics, then briefly consider the implications of causal
spacetime emergence. Role functionalist theories need a theory of realization, because they are
theories intended to describe a domain of dependent properties such as mental or other special
science properties. In traditional flat theories of realization, a functional property F is defined
as the property of having some property that occupies role R (usually causal), and a property P
realizes F by filling R. This theory presupposes that P and F are instantiated in the same object,
and for that reason won’t help us with the problem of empirical coherence. The properties
whose realization we want to make sense of are spatiotemporal properties of local beables, but
the fundamental objects in the putative realization base are, by hypothesis, not bearers of
spatiotemporal properties. To account for the realization of spatiotemporal properties, we need
a dimensioned theory of realization:
A property-instance F(x) is realized by properties and relations P1,...,Pn, R1,...,Rm iff (i)
x or its proper parts possess P1,...,Pn and R1,...,Rm in some combination; and (ii) x meets
the specification  definitive of F in virtue of (i), but not vice-versa.45
Now suppose local beables are composed of elements of the fundamental ontology—field
quanta, modes of vibration of cosmic strings, or whatever they might turn out to be—that are
not located in ordinary spacetime. The fundamental particulars don’t have ordinary spatial or
temporal properties and relations, but perhaps local beables can have their spatiotemporal
properties in virtue of the non-spatiotemporal properties and relations of their proper parts. By
way of illustration, consider again the Matrix. Suppose that what Matrix dwellers perceive as

Gillett (2003). The ‘not vice-versa’ clause secures the asymmetry of realization. I have adapted Gillett’s position
so that F is no longer understood as causally individuated, and realization need not consist in bestowing powers.
Realization of causally individuated properties by causal power bestowal is a special case of the definition above.
For role functional spatiotemporal properties as understood here,  will be given by GTR, and may well specify
broadly causal roles, but I find it implausible that realizing GTR spacetime could consist in causal power bestowal.
45
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physical objects are composed of states of computer programs—the digital objects that
combine to cause Matrix dwellers’ experiences as of seeing an apple are parts of a virtual apple,
whose fundamental nature is computational.46 On a role functionalist conception of spacetime,
there’s no obvious reason why Matrix virtual objects can’t have computational properties and
relations in virtue of which they satisfy the specifications that define spatiotemporal properties.
If we can flesh out the details of the GTR roles in a way that explains how they could be jointly
occupied by computational properties of digital objects, then GTR will be literally true in the
Matrix, and not merely simulated, provided the roles in question are occupied there. There are
of course many complications—not least the fact that the GTR roles will include the way in
which the mass-energy distribution curves spacetime, so realizing GTR spacetime in a Matrix
environment also requires that mass-energy is digitally realizable. Global role functionalism
about fundamental physical properties, as we arguably find in a pure powers theory, would
seem to have this consequence, but I cannot develop this proposal here for reasons of space.47

The position just sketched suggests that local beables need not instantiate the same locality
properties as their fundamental proper parts, and that’s just what is needed in order to make
sense of the emergence of spacetime. Locality in GTR spacetime, conceived as a role functional
property, is instantiated by non-fundamental local beables, with the fundamental proper parts
of such things having different locality properties in the space that they inhabit.48 Suppose
global role functionalism about physical properties, and consider a Matrix world that is a
qualitative physical duplicate of actuality. Within this Matrix’s spacetime, the virtual Earth
really is 149.6 million km from the virtual Sun, but they are composed of digital objects that

46

Chalmers (2005); see Chalmers (2017) for more on the ontology of virtual reality.
See Yates (2018).
48
Le Bihan (2018) suggests that locality is relative to a structure, and distinguishes fundamental from emergent
locality on that basis. The idea that a complex object could be located relative to GTR spacetime, while its proper
parts are not, is a consequence of allowing composition and realization to connect distinct locality structures.
47
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are stored within the same supercomputer and (let’s say) 1nm apart relative to our spacetime.
If we take seriously the claim that the spatiotemporal properties of local beables are realized
by the properties and relations of their fundamental proper parts, this kind of consequence
should not be any more surprising than the idea that the mental is grounded in the non-mental.

The problem with this proposal is that classical mereology is, in Paul’s terminology,
spatiotemporalist:49 we build complex local beables from more fundamental local beables, with
the spatiotemporal properties of the whole dependent on the spatiotemporal properties and
relations of the parts. In the Matrix example given above, it’s hard to see how Matrix objects
could be composed of computer program states unless those states themselves instantiate
spatiotemporal properties and relations, in virtue of which they compose into complex objects.
If we want build things that are in spacetime from things that are not, we need an alternative
mereology. Paul herself defends a non-spatiotemporalist version of mereological bundle
theory, in which local beables are primitively restricted fusions of properties:
Objects may have their locations in virtue of being fused with whatever location
properties and relations there are that define the actual space of the world, and many
objects will have a physical structure in virtue of having location properties and
relations as parts of their fusions, or in virtue of being part of a larger fusion which has
location properties and relations as parts. The character of the space might not be what
we take the character of ordinary spacetime to be, but the structure of the space is
generated by fusing qualitative properties with relevant properties and relations that
define the space as determined by modern physics.50
Paul intends mereological bundle theory to be maximally flexible, so that objects, events, facts,
states of affairs, etc., can be generated by bundling together fundamental qualitative and
location properties, without the requirement that the location properties are spatiotemporal.51
It’s not entirely clear to me how to flesh out the details, but the general idea is that by

49

Paul (2012).
Op. Cit. p. 242.
51
Op. Cit. pp. 244-5.
50
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abandoning spatiotemporalist mereology, we make room for an ontology in which fundamental
things that are not spatiotemporally located can be proper parts of non-fundamental things that
are. If we embrace a version of Paul’s mereology with fundamental particulars as well as
properties, we can maintain role functionalism about spatiotemporal properties without giving
up on the dimensioned account of realization sketched above. The spatiotemporal properties of
local beables will then be properties they have in virtue of the non-spatiotemporal properties
and relations of their proper parts. A version of this claim may also be defensible on Paul’s
own view, although of course in that case the proper parts just are properties and relations.52

What if GTR spacetime is not grounded in a non-spatiotemporal fundamental structure at all,
but emerges from such a structure causally? Suppose for the sake of argument that LQG is the
correct approach to spacetime. If GTR spacetime emerges causally from a spin foam, then
there’s no need to explain how the latter, complete with its disordered localities, could realize
the former. Rather, the problem is to explain why the relevant non-localities disappear at low
energies, and that’s a problem for physicists, who need to supply a causal bridge principle in
place of the metaphysical principle provided by realization.53 As we saw in §2.2, if a LQG spin
foam evolves into a low energy state in which the disordered localities disappear, then its states
may be suitable to occupy the roles of GTR spatiotemporal properties. In this condition, I
suggested, what we have is a spatiotemporal model of a theory many of whose models will be
non-spatiotemporal due to disordered locality. Role functionalism about spacetime is also
consistent with this kind of possibility. If LQG states can occupy the GTR roles, then they can
realize a role functionalist spacetime structure defined by those roles.

52
53

See Le Bihan (2018) for further discussion of the application of Paul’s mereology to spacetime emergence.
Wüthrich (2017); Lam & Wüthrich (2018).
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Now if it turns out that the functional roles associated with S-concepts are indeed occupied by
properties specifiable in the language of the fundamental theory, then we may well decide that
a realizer functionalist approach is best. The issue there will depend, as it does (mutatis
mutandis) in the philosophy of mind, on whether we think our concepts give us at least some
epistemic access to a higher-order, multiply realizable spacetime structure, or simply enable us
to refer to whatever occupies the relevant functional roles. However, if our goal is to develop
a metaphysical framework that doesn’t presuppose any particular theoretical developments in
physics, then role functionalism is clearly preferable. It’s not so clear, for example, that a stringtheoretic target space of indeterminate geometry could evolve causally into GTR spacetime, in
the way we might imagine the non-localities of LQG disappearing at low energies. Role
functionalism, if combined with suitable theories of realization and composition, leaves open
that the fundamental ontology is synchronically non-spatiotemporal, and that gives us ample
reason to work out the metaphysical details.

4. Conclusion
Working out how a non-spatiotemporal fundamental physical theory raises the probability of
propositions featuring spatiotemporal concepts is a problem for physicists, but metaphysicians
can fruitfully think about the conditions under which this is possible. Antirealism, according to
which spatiotemporal concepts pick out elements of the fundamental ontology, is either
untenable on conceptual grounds, or unsuitable for addressing the problem at hand. The task
then is to work out a version of realism—the theory that spatiotemporal concepts refer to
derivative, non-fundamental properties and relations—that is both conceptually plausible and
consistent with the broadest possible range of relations between the fundamental ontology and
grounded spacetime. GTR-based role spacetime functionalism allows spatiotemporal concepts
to be scientific without denying their intuitive transparency, and allows GTR spacetime to be
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synchronically grounded in a non-spatiotemporal fundamental structure. This is clearly not a
fully worked out theory, and many questions remain, for instance: (i) What exactly are the roles
assigned to spatiotemporal properties in GTR? (ii) Are those roles causal, nomic, structural…?
(iii) What theory of realization is most appropriate for second-order properties defined by the
roles in question? (iv) What metaphysics are required to allow for the composition of local
beables by non-spatiotemporal proper parts? I leave these questions for future work.54

54

Versions of this paper were presented at a seminar at the University of Geneva, at a symposium on spacetime
emergence (organized by Baptiste Le Bihan) at ECAP9 in Munich, at a conference on metaphysics at the Federal
University of Rio de Janeiro (organized by Guido Imaguire), and at a seminar at the University of Lisbon.
Particular thanks to: Baptiste Le Bihan, David Chalmers, Karen Crowther, Natalia Deng, Nick Huggett, Bryan
Pickel, Benjamin Schnieder, Chris Wüthrich, Elia Zardini, and two anonymous referees. Funded by the Fundação
para a Ciência e a Tecnologia, award nos. IF/01736/2014 and PTDC/FER-HFC/30665/2017.
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